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Nordnet appointed Bank of the Year 2017 in Sweden
The Swedish magazine Privata Affärer has appointed Nordnet “Bank of the Year” in Sweden
2017. In its decision, the jury put emphasis on the large number of product launches during
the year and the high level of innovation at Nordnet.
The magazine Privata Affärer, the largest private finance magazine in the Nordic region,
each year carries out a survey of the Swedish banks and appoints “Bank of the Year”. The
award is this year given for the 27th time. The motivation for Nordnet says: "The bank that has
been in the forefront of making savings easier, increases the pace. The jury likes more
concrete services that can improve our readers' finances."
"This is, according to me, the most prestigious award a Swedish bank can receive. We have
increased the pace in our product development and we are very happy that the jury
recognizes us for that, "says Peter Dahlgren, CEO of Nordnet.
During the year, Nordnet has launched several new services and products on the Swedish
market. Examples are robo-advice, direct deposits through Swish, a broader mortgage
offering and commission free trading in exchange traded products. Within short, Nordnet's
customers will experience customer service based on artificial intelligence, and through a
collaboration with the Swedish fintech company Tink, they will be able to see their savings in
shares and funds at other banks when logged in at Nordnet. In addition to all this, a new
website and app will be launched during the winter.
"We have ambitious plans where quick and innovative product development is the essence
of what we do. During the year, we have taken great steps forward and I see this award as a
symbol of the competence and energy in this company, "says Peter Dahlgren.
Nordnet receives the "Bank of the Year" award for the second time. Nordnet received the
award for the first time in 2006. Nordnet has also received the award "Loan of the Year" 2011,
for the consumer loan Nordnet offers with the lowest interest rate in Sweden.
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Nordnet är en bank för investeringar i aktier och fonder som finns i Sverige, Danmark, Finland och Norge. Idén bakom
Nordnet är att ge kunderna kontrollen över sina pengar och investeringar, och målet är att bli förstahandsvalet för
sparande i Norden. Besök oss på www.nordnetab.com, www.nordnet.se, www.nordnet.no, www.nordnet.dk eller
www.nordnet.fi.

